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Abstract: Looking at the importance and sensitivity of sustainable energy production in the
international community, one can realize the close relationship between sustainable development and
developing countries where there are sustainable energy and global village-level issues, such as the
rapid growth of the economy. The practical nature of Renewable Energy Between 1972 to 1980
between industrial and developing countries (with simultaneous formation of OPEC and oil prices
being more expensive in 1973) is a witness to this claim. Considering that, the power industry
facilities construction and the spending of huge capital and foreign exchange it takes a protracted
length of time to have power plants built and ready to be exploited. Hence, taking any action to
optimize precisely "in order to preserve national wealth and public welfare and reduce prices for
manufactured goods and reducing environmental pollution, and which ultimately" will improve the
quality of life. Therefore, these power plants can help with the review of our performance in order
to analyze data and decision-making processes that lead to optimal system performance. Since the
current state of policy reform in consumption patterns to reduce pollution, lower costs and higher
efficiency of natural gas and is therefore based on surveys conducted this type of fuel.
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INTRODUCTION

In the Second World War, energy consumption growth was reduced, in a time of low economic activity
and then economic development arrived to a new development stage and, consequently, demand is rising for
the requirement of a new energy source. After the energy crisis, in earlier 1970s, fossil source limitation was
attained through earlier energy source and energy management, and serious and clear programs were started
in order to take advantage of use of energy source, and also replacing fossil resources to better control
capabilities and facilities by using electrical energy in preference to other energy source and is used by all
kinds of welfare, industrial and service applications extensively but is more limited than earlier energy
resources (which are transformable to electric energy) and the decreasing transform process efficiency in power
plants hence people in energy armistices are guided towards consumer management and optimization politics
(Kouprianov and Kaewboonsong, 2004; Alizadeh-Nozari and Sharifi-Ghalehsari, 2011). 

For example, in 1996, the average of steam power plants was 32% in country – in other words, in
exchange for consumption, with 100 energy unit of earlier resource, only 32 unit, on average, is changed to
electric energy, whereas, from 100% production energy in the same year, approximately, 19% was expended
towards the interior, consumers in power plants and distribution and transform network losses, or for example,
in England, energy levels are indicative of above this discussion (Bijan, 1996; Kouprianov and Kaewboonsong,
2004).

2. Researching and Understanding:
Researching and understanding of the activities in these power plants can help us for data analyzing and

procedural decisions, which are leading to optimal system activity. One steam power plant has a developmental
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system of one cycle which is really composed of 4 min operations, pump adiabatic density, stable stress heat
transform in steam boiler, adiabatic expansion in turbine and stable stress heat transform operation in
condenser-incase, which are shown on  material flaw diagrams for this cycle and in attention to, transform of
operation points on T-S-diagram. We can obtain the theoretical efficiency in this system. 

In this cycle, we are withdrawing kinetic energy, changes, energy losses and true cycle's limitation, hence,
in true cycles; efficiency is lower the optimal cycles, which is important element in the computation of steam
plant power. Internal energy ratio to system and external electric energy of system and energy losses are
important factors in one element, hence, the purpose of this topic is the understanding and future outlook in
general of this system, and we consider general power plant with respect to  control mass, which internal and
external are specified. In this system, efficiency will equivalent ratio by external energy to internal energy
system. In addition, by attention to control mass, we can understand environment pollution and combustion,
and oil problems generally (Choobdar-Rahim et al., 2011). 

Because of this, and of government politics, in order to achieve pollution reduction, cost reduction, and
higher efficiency, is by using natural gas, hence, investigation performed is based on this oil type. In result,
the investigation of combustion reaction is the discharge of the important role. Combustion means the
combination oil to oxygen, which is produces heat and radiation released during combustion, the element of
weight is fixed, and the meaning of main mass is correct for combustion. Therefore, by the writing of a
chemical equation for the burning action and reaction, and by having one-direction numbers, we can obtain
of other-direction in the equation, for example, if we are burn on hydrocarbons, both carbon and hydrogen will
be compounded by oxygen, and combustion in natural gas is performed .

In combustion walk, which, is achieved in a boiler oven, pure oxygen is not entered into the oven but,
a consumed oxygen resource exists in the oven and atmosphere of the air is composed of 27% oxygen, 78%
nitrogen and 1% iron. N and Argon are natural and are not arriving to any chemical reaction and action and
N and Argon exit the oven in some way, (off course, in low temperature, and only their temperature is
increased and thermal energy number is existing in the oven which is a cause of efficiency reduction and an
environmental pollution increase. Meanwhile, we can withdraw Argon and we can recognize the air being 27%
oxygen and 79% Nitrogen (1). 

aCH4+ bO2 + eN2 º dCO2+fO2+gH2O+hN2         (1)

Now, by reaction equilibrium, we can define the coefficients. However, in higher temperatures in natural
gas, air is composed of NO2, which exists as high amount NO2, and by CO2 and CO, which produces non-
correct combustion, compose of the population. Hence, we are reformulating the process of combustion formula
(2). 

CH4+O2+N2 º CO2+CO+O2+N2+NO2+H2O              (2)

Now, with attention to the evidence stated, recognizing the system and analyzing it are needed to model
their structure and is displayed in the following way(Choobdar-Rahim et al., 2011).

3. Construction of Electric Industry:
Each activity wins a settlement along national resource maintenance and public welfare provision and cost

reduction in produced goods, and environment pollution reductions and, finally, elevation of living conditions
and the quality of life. It is important to have correct consumption model displays, because increasing electric
energy efficiency can affect the system messenger reduction, or network coefficients increase. By attention to
this, consumption ratios vary in night and day hours and in different season and production conditions, are
considered of consumer statutes in electric networks, which in operation changes are important for the roles
in network equipment capacity including distribution and transform networks power plants (Elmi and Jahadi,
2011; Kirchmayer, 1958). 

Usually network equipment capacity, in order to cover change in high consumption conditions additionally
have immunity coefficients determined by resistance preservation in network dynamics – and climatic
conditions are different altogether in this country where on average, only several day and night hours are
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happening with high consumption conditions, and at other times, even are getting to 1/3 higher consumptions,
and really, we are not optimizing our use of investment capacities (Kouprianov and Kaewboonsong, 2004).

4. Model: 
In order to model displays for system analysis is needed objective dependent determination, and in this

direction, parameters and economic limitations can play an important role in technology selection and their
method of usage. Whereas in power plants, a system is considered by control mass, thus minimizing cost on
power plant collection can be considered an objective dependent, which assists us in this study:

A. Min Tcost: 
cost collection and system are composed of current expenditures and fixed cost; hence, we could divide

the objective dependent into parts of current and fixed expenditure, by the following 

Tcost = C' + C"                       (3)

Where, C' = Fixed price and C" = Current expenditure. In this system, each of the costs can be divided into
little cost, until winning help to consider this result (Kuprianov et al., 2008).

B. Fixed Price:
These costs can divide to each of costs, that C'1 = region cost, C'2 = Equipment costs, C'3 = installation

costs, C'4 = setting costs, C'5 = instruction costs, C'6 = lateral installation costs, and finally C'7 = auxiliary
installation cost. 

C. Current Expenditure:
In addition, current expenditure costs can evaluate to below parts that C"1 = fuel cost, C"2 = repair and

care cost, C"3 = Salary, C"4 = other current expenders, and C"5 = environment pollution costs. Hence, by
attention to what is said, we can make consideration of all fixed price and current expenditure in a system as
below. 

D. Total Fixed Costs:
From above relations we can tell, 

C' = C'1 + C'2 + C'3 + C'4 + C'5 + C'6 + C'7      (4)

In addition, Totals current expenditure is formula (5).

C" = C"1 + C"2 + C"3 + C"4 + C"5        (5)

Because of studies are achieved a basis of high consumer hours, and the purpose is to consider situation
conditions and then we should specify if consumer hours and high consumer time, in order to agree with hours
considered as below items.
• From formulas 6-7 might and from 22 to 23 might, is Normal consume time, which all this time is

equivalent to 14 hour consume day and night.
• From 17 p.m. 106 m is less consumed than normal, which, consume time is equivalent 7 hours 
• From 7 to 10 p.m. is high consume hours, which, this time is equivalent to 3 hours.

In hours stated. Consume, time have special important in each period, because hours considered is
changing based on seasons and regions, but we can generalize to consume time, an average.

5. 5Fuel Cost:
By attention to considered times, fuel cost is current expenditures in system, and we can calculate, by

using of below relation (8). 
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Where,
C"1= entrance fuel to power plant cost in m3 , Fi  = fuel consume amount in each of phases, on basis of m3,
Ai =  efficiency time coefficient in each of phases as A1 =14/24, A2 =7/24 and A3=3/24. 

Since, Fi is variable in each of periods (in each of phases). And is  dependent of external power in system.
Then, by attention to power plant efficiency for external power we can calculate of  Fi  amount in each of
phases) that we have equation 7.

Fi = (Tcap *1000*3600*9500) / 4018       (7)

Where, 

Tcap= (MW*100)/ef          (8)

Where, ef= true efficiency of power plant and MW = external power in each of phases 

6. Equilibrium Reaction:
we must evaluate defined combustion phases based on evidence, carefully until, all coefficients appear for

produced external gas ratio, hence, for each of participated material is located a coefficient reaction, until there
exists the following equilibrium reaction by specified coefficient ( Equation 9). 

aCH4+ bO2+ CN2 º dCO2+eCO+ fO2+ gN2+ hNO2+ iH2O                (9)

By, dry analysis in combustion production, will be specified to each of, d, e, f, g, h coefficient and be
equivalent to d= %CO2, e=%CO, f=%O2, g=%N2 and g=%N2. Since, total is enter to system by air, N
equilibrium is definite of C ratio as C*2 =g+2*h or C = (g*2+h)*0.5. By attention to, ratio O2 to Nitrogen
is equivalent to 3.76 in air , then  b  ratio, also, will be equivalent to C/b= 3.76 or b=0.266c and by carbon
equilibrium, we have a= d+e and by Hydrogen equilibrium, we have  i= 2a. Now, total combustion reaction
coefficient is appearing, and the sign, on other account is existing the base on one mol entrance of fuel to the
system, then, we must have divided into total coefficients to entrance fuel, meaning the CH4 coefficient.
Therefore, we have equation 14.

CH4 +      O2+     N2 º      CO2+    CO+     O2 +    N2+     NO2+     H2O (15)
b
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From the above equation, we will find, that, in exchange for one mol fuel, is produced     mol CO2 andd

a
    mol CO.
e

a

7. Fossil Fuel Combustion Costs:
This matter is one of the more important of the heating elements on earth. All evolution, which exists in

the environment, generally, air movement effects on energy phases, and an example, is fossil fuel combustion,
which is damaging. By producing a kind of toxic pollution. These effects can be divided into regional and sub-
regional groups, which in each of these elements are effective in making environment pollution costs by direct
and indirect methods. Hygiene costs and other costs, which every person is applying to his/her care and
recovery health or by chaining of local ecosystems and agriculture and animal production reduction, we must
consider in the above-mentioned production. In addition, ecosystems change in sub-regional earth and their
effect and costs relate to reform and/or maintain their conditions, are part these costs (Montgomery, 1997;
Sadeghi-Toosi, 2011; Sadegi-Toosi and Zati-Rostami, 2010; Kouprianov and Kaewboonsong, 2004). 
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In 1987, an environment and development world commission has emphasized that stable development has
no significance without an industrial active stage, and such development is impossible, without using energy
for industry. In addition, this commission emphasized that human needs should be equilibrium and economic
– social development should accompany environment maintenance. In this vein, EPA Corporation achieves
researches, social costs of environment pollution were evaluated, and this estimate was achieved by each CO2

production, tone, and equivalent, to 24.3 US. Dollars. Since, much pollution is produced by CO and CO2, and
on the other hand, their production has a straight relation to consumed fuel ratio in a system, then produced
promotion cost will occur equal to 15.

    (11)
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Which, coefficient DO is the changing of US dollar to Rial and MCO2 and MCO are produced gases that
are calculated by the following relations (16 & 17).

MCO2=F i*22.4*    *44   (16) &  MCO= F i*22.4*    *28   (12)d
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e
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8. Neka Power Plant:
There is at this stage, information related to Neka power plant, considered. Meanwhile, this unit power

plant has an important role of electric energy production in this country and has 4 heater units at 440
Megawatt capacity, which in total is 1760 Megawatt capacity and regionally is constructed to an extent of
180,000,000 m2. Since, a Germany company (Brown Bovril) achieves constructing and launching of this power
plant, and then maximal fixed cost is displayed in German Marks. There are, in accounting related to cost co
efficiency considered for changing this cost to Rial, and coefficient for dollar exchange in the data, by dollar
fixed cost system, which, is defined in the previous chapter, as following: 

•C'2 : sEquipment cost is equal to 850,000,000 Mark German for each unit.   
•C'2 : Equipment cost is equal to 235,000,000 Marks German for each unit. 
•C'4 : Launching cost is equal to 80,000,000 Marks, in exchange for each unit.
•C'5 : Instruction to personal cost is equal to 23,000,000 Marks. 
•C'6 : Lateral installation cost, 435 million Marks for each unit. 
C'7: Standby instantiation cost, 1,820,000,000 Marks for each unit mean while, all above Information is
achieved in sheet 1 as fixed Information, and In current expenditures, costs are relate to care and repair for
four year and each unit is equal to 1,200,000,000 Rials. Also, for costs relate to payment, is equal to 740,000
Rails, and For 664 personnel are considering by payment average. 

Moreover, equal to 100,000,000 Rials is considered for office costs and other current expenditure yearly.
In addition, by achieving a combustion equation and accounting of other formula, we need to analyze

external gas, which is displayed as CO2 =11.1%, CO =1.0 %, O2 =0.9 %, N2=85.1 %, and finally  NO2 =1.9
%.Also, there is consideration of US Dollar cost, equal to 8500 Rials  and each German mark equal to 3500
Rials, which, by attention to d number. In addition, by considering the formulae, and calculation method, we
are using of F2 key on calculated box (Zati-Rostami and Ebadi, 2011; Zati-Rostami and Pahlavan, 2009-2010;
Zati-Rostami et al., 2011).

Conclusion:

As the construction industry, power plants, with capital spending huge foreign exchange and rial.  It takes
a long time with the power plant is built and ready.  Therefore, any attempt to optimize the use of it "in order
to keep the national capital and general welfare and reduce environmental pollution, and ultimately lower prices
for manufactured goods as well as" quality of life will improve.  In this model the correct use of electrical
energy to increase efficiency by reducing peak system load or network load can increase the efficiency. Given
the changing nature of consumption in the day or night and in different seasons, and complying with the terms
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of the status of consumer networks, electric can see that behavior and how changes in those factors important
in determining the capacity of the equipment installed networks ranging from power transmission network and
distribution reserved.  Capacity of the network to cover peak times in terms of safety factors in addition to
maintaining the stability of the network is dynamic.  The peak time of cultural and climatic conditions are
different in different parts of the country. 
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